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END-TO-END AUTOMATIC EARLY WARNING SIGNS DETECTION 

IN COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE 
 

 
Abstract: In the current era of uncertainty in business, taking the lead in the market made 

competitiveness more difficult. To overcome this, searching for the best and being the first 

has become each company’s ultimate goal, resulting in great demand for Competitive 

Intelligence. Competitive Intelligence can help businesses, through many techniques and 

methods, to get hold of critical anticipative actions. Nowadays, we see a tremendous 

interest in trends and foresight than before, especially with massive data and Internet 

information.  

The challenge of anticipating strategic surprises is often ascribed to a ’signal-to-noise’ 

problem, or in other words, the incapacity to pick up so-called ’weak signals’ that foresee 

such surprises. The monitoring of weak signals has become a staple of Competitive 

Intelligence, which is all the more so since the advancement of information technology 

allows the gathering and quasi-automatic processing of extensive amounts of data. The idea 

is that identifying weak signals will enable an organization to detect a problem (or an 

opportunity) early and, hence, to react more quickly and more appropriately.  

Detecting and monitoring weak signals is necessary and useful in the toolbox of 

Competitive Intelligence and strategic surprises prevention. However, this process was 

very time consuming and required the intervention of domain-specific human experts. To 

remedy this issue, we proposed an end-to-end fully automatic and generalized early 

warning signs detection system. Setting as goal automation, our focus in this thesis was 

reducing human experts in weak signals detections, which lead us to concepts extraction 

techniques. These concepts will serve as potential weak signals, which will become after 

further transformations and methods, early warning signs that can enhance anticipative 

actions in Competitive Intelligence.  

We first explore the early warning signs detection process during this dissertation, 

investigate the previous related research projects, and understand all the shortcomings in 

each part of the process. We then propose a novel algorithm that automatically detects 

weak signals from textual data without requiring human experts’ intervention. This 
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algorithm will be based on a famously used topic modeling technique called Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation, and its main aim is to filter "weak" topics. After that, we present a 

new algorithm that will input the previously filtered "weak" topics and assess each related 

term’s weakness and rarity. The terms will be filtered then and shall be considered as weak 

signals. We consider this a new and significant finding in Weak Signals Detection research.  

Furthermore, we develop a new strengthening algorithm. This algorithm will focus on the 

detected weak signals and, based on a function that we proposed, will maximize these 

signals and investigate their strength over time. The final output will then be a set of 

strengthened weak signals referred to as Early Warning Signs. This proposed algorithm 

presents promising results in monitoring and tracking the evolution of the early warning 

signs. Finally, to enhance these warning signs’ comprehension, an embedded text 

representation will be used to extract semantically related words to these signs; the final 

result will be a collection of warning signs with similar contextual terms.  

In this dissertation, considering the early warning signs detection process, we aimed to 

remedy each step’s issues in every step, and we proposed novel methodologies and 

functions to respect the goal fixed before: automation and generalization. Our approaches’ 

effectiveness was empirically demonstrated using different web news datasets and 

demonstrated outstanding results in detecting vital early warning signs that significantly 

impacted life.  
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